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Abstract— Since the introduction of the GDPR and CCPA
privacy legislation, both public and private facial image datasets
are increasingly scrutinized. Several datasets have been taken
offline completely and some have been anonymized. However,
it is unclear how anonymization impacts face detection performance. To our knowledge, this paper presents the first empirical
study on the effect of image anonymization on supervised training of face detectors. We compare conventional face anonymizers with three state-of-the-art Generative Adversarial Networkbased (GAN) methods, by training an off-the-shelf face detector
on anonymized data. Our experiments investigate the suitability
of anonymization methods for maintaining face detector performance, the effect of detectors overtraining on anonymization artefacts, dataset size for training an anonymizer, and
the effect of training time of anonymization GANs. A final
experiment investigates the correlation between common GAN
evaluation metrics and the performance of a trained face
detector. Although all tested anonymization methods lower
the performance of trained face detectors, faces anonymized
using GANs cause far smaller performance degradation than
conventional methods. As the most important finding, the bestperforming GAN, DeepPrivacy, removes identifiable faces for a
face detector trained on anonymized data, resulting in a modest
decrease from 91.0 to 88.3 mAP. In the last few years, there
have been rapid improvements in realism of GAN-generated
faces. We expect that further progression in GAN research will
allow the use of Deep Fake technology for privacy-preserving
Safe Fakes, without any performance degradation for training
face detectors.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Since the introduction of Europe’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [30] and the California Consumer
Privacy Act (CCPA)privacy legislation, the use of privacy
information in public academic datasets has become a serious
topic of debate in science and society. For this reason, several
datasets, such as the well-known DukeMT dataset [23], 80
million tiny images [29] and MS Celeb faces dataset [5] have
all been taken offline [25], [18]. Recently, the creators of the
most famous ImageNet [10] decided to blur all faces in their
dataset for privacy protection [32]. To prevent the loss of
academic, private and commercial datasets due to privacy
legislation, datasets should be anonymized. For this reason,
this paper focuses on one of the worst-case scenarios for
deep learning on anonymized data: anonymization of face
detection datasets and its impact on training face detectors.
Examples of the anonymization methods that are tested are
shown in Fig. 1. Knowing which anonymization method removes identifiable information from face detection datasets,
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Fig. 1. Example images as anonymized by all methods tested in this paper.
We evaluate the performance of a state-of-the-art face detector trained on the
anonymized faces for each method, assess their generalizability and analyze
the best anonymized face detector setting in more detail. DeepPrivacy
generates most realistic faces, with the least artefacts. More examples in
supplementary material. Best viewed digital and zoomed in.

while preserving important facial features, would be of huge
benefit to those who want to obey privacy laws and respect
the rights of those depicted. This also allows new datasets to
be more easily created and published, while existing datasets
can be safely anonymized. Thus, our objective is to find a
face anonymization that enables the use of faces in training
data, but prohibits the identification of individual subjects.
One of the regulations that restricts the use of privacysensitive datasets is the GDPR. The GDPR stipulates that
personal data that is not anonymized, including faces, should
not be processed or stored without explicit consent, unless
it is “strictly necessary” for the application [30]. Yang et
al. [32] conclude that for ImageNet, training deep neural
networks with blurred faces results in less than 1% performance degradation on average for the ImageNet classes,

with a significant drop of up to 9% for classes that are
related to faces, such as “harmonica”. However, ImageNet
does not have “face” labels, so it is not directly suitable to
evaluate the impact of anonymizing faces on face detection
performance. Therefore, in this paper, we investigate the use
of anonymization techniques for anonymizing face detection
datasets, which contain vastly more privacy-sensitive images
with recognizable faces than ImageNet and where intuitively
the faces are “strictly necessary” for training a face detector.
There is already a wealth of face anonymization methods [20]. Simple anonymizers such as blurring are commonly used on images taken in public. There are also more
advanced anonymizers that replace faces with completely
new ones generated with Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs), e.g., [4], [26], [9], [17]. Fig. 1 shows faces generated by some state-of-the-art GANs.
In this paper, we consider face detector training, after applying face anonymization as a preprocessing step.
Whereas the goal of GAN-based anonymization methods is
to generate a visually pleasing result, they do not necessarily
preserve the variety of features important for training a face
detector. CIAGAN [17] and DeepPrivacy [9] test how well
a pretrained face detector can detect their generated faces,
but this does not guarantee the suitability of the generated
faces for detector training. A face with some minor artefacts
is likely still detectable by a pretrained face detector, but
conversely, a training set in which every face has the same
artefacts will produce a detector that struggles to detect real
faces, as will be shown in this paper.
This paper makes three contributions.
• To our knowledge, we are the first to study the effect of
image anonymization on the training of face detectors.
• Besides conventional face anonymization methods, we
also evaluate the face hallucinating abilities of GANs
on face detection training performance.
• We analyze the impact of detector training time,
anonymizer training time and dataset size on detector
performance. We also determine which common GAN
evaluation metric correlates best with the detection
performance.
II. R ELATED WORK
A. Face detection
Face detection has gone through several periods, but today
deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) are dominant.
As face detection is a subproblem of generic object detection,
face detectors generally use object detection networks as a
starting point, such as the widely used Faster-RCNN [21]
and SSD [14]. Detecting small faces is generally considered
challenging, hence the Tiny Face detector [8] and Dual-Shot
Face Detector (DSFD) [13] focus on improving the detection
of very small faces by exploiting multiple scales and a feature
enhance module, respectively. For the popular face detection
dataset WIDER FACE [33], a leaderboard1 is maintained
1 http://shuoyang1213.me/WIDERFACE/WiderFace_
Results.html

showing the top scoring face detectors. At the time of writing
it is led by the TinaFace Face Detector [37], though the
performance difference with other top detectors [2], [3], [34],
[13] is small.
For our experiments there are two requirements for the
face detector. First of all, the detector should converge in
a reasonable number of iterations to allow for experiments
in different settings. Second, the network should achieve
performance that is close to state-of-the-art, because the most
difficult faces to detect are likely also the most difficult to
anonymize well. The Dual-Shot Face Detector (DSFD) [13]
satisfies these requirements with near-state-of-the-art performance on the WIDER FACE dataset within a reasonable
number of 60,000 training iterations.
B. Face anonymization
Conventional face anonymization or “de-identification”
research has long focused on techniques such as blurring,
blocking and pixelation [22]. These methods are simple to
apply and deploy at a large scale. Since face detectors learn to
detect faces based on the same features that are obfuscated
by these early anonymization methods, it is unlikely that
blurring, blocking or pixelation allow face detectors to learn
useful features. Furthermore, blurring and pixelation do not
always prevent machine identification [26], [22] and methods
to deblur images have also been explored [12].
Newer face anonymization methods have appeared, able
to replace the faces in an image with entirely different faces.
These face-replacement methods improve upon the early
anonymization methods in two ways. Firstly, by replacing
the original face instead of merely deforming it, a greater
level of privacy protection is achieved. Secondly, the faces
look more natural, which is a benefit if they are meant for
display to humans, or if the features are needed to train a face
detector. An early replacement-based anonymization method
is the k-Same algorithm [19]. This method replaces the face
with the average of the k-closest faces when projecting the
faces to an eigenspace. While effective, a drawback of kSame is that all faces must be aligned to be able to calculate
distances between them and obtain average faces.
Recently, deep convolutional neural networks have also
become successful in face anonymization. The biggest
change is the advent of the Generative Adversarial Network
(GAN) [4] and its variants. These neural networks are able to
generate new faces, alleviating major privacy concerns. Stateof-the-art GANs for face generation such as [11] produce
detailed high-resolution faces from noise. These faces are not
suitable to be used to anonymize faces within a larger image,
because they do not blend the faces with the background
in the original image. Dedicated face anonymization GANs
such as CIAGAN [17], DeepPrivacy [9], CLEANIR [1]
and [26], [27], instead generate new faces from the area
around the face, similar to inpainting. As is common for
inpainting, the generator often consists of an autoencoder
such as U-Net [24]. The GAN’s discriminator then judges
the generated face and the area around it. This results in
properly blended faces.
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In addition to using an autoencoder as the generator,
another method shared between many GAN-based face
anonymizers [17], [9], [26] is the use of landmarks to
represent the positions of certain parts of the face. Structure
guidance through landmarks can improve the quality of complex structures in generated images [16]. Since landmarks
determine the facial structure, they can be used to preserve
the pose of the original face.
In this work we investigate the impact of both the conventional methods and GAN-based face anonymizers. CIAGAN
and DeepPrivacy investigate whether their anonymized faces
can be detected using a detector trained on real faces.
However, being able to detect an anonymized face does
not guarantee that the face is suited for training a detector.
Thus, we instead investigate the impact of anonymizing the
training data itself and what the impact is on a detector
trained on this data. Our experiments are inspired by the
recent anonymization of ImageNet [32], but whereas they
only blur faces to measure impact on their general object
classification task, we consider face anonymization for the
particular problem of face detection. Hence, in our setting
faces are the target class, instead of (accidental) background
context for other classes.
III. S AFE FAKES E XPERIMENTATION P ROTOCOL
For our experimentation protocol, we rely on basic
anonymization techniques as a point of reference: blurring,
blocking and pixelation. Although Yang et al. [32] concluded
that blurring of faces in ImageNet has a minimal impact
on training general object classifiers, we deem it unlikely
that these simple anonymization methods will not harm
the training of face detectors. We consider GAN-based
anonymizations that generate realistic faces more promising.
This brings us to the key research question of our work:
“Can we anonymize faces while maintaining effective training of face detectors?”. To answer this question, we design

several experiments. A schematic representation of our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. First, the faces in the
training set of the WIDER FACE [33] are anonymized using
all the methods shown in Fig. 1. This fully anonymized
dataset is then used to train the DSFD [13] face detector
in the exact same way it would normally be trained on
original data. To test the detector, the mAP score is computed
on the normal, not anonymized, validation set. This setup
is realistic for real-world applications, such as surveillance
or autonomous driving. Here the training dataset must be
stored (and thus should be anonymized if possible) for
later potential improvements to the detector. In contrast, the
testing dataset simulates live deployment on newly captured
images, where the input faces are not anonymized.
A. Face anonymizers
Anonymization is applied to every face bounding box in
the dataset. A fixed blur kernel size is employed regardless of
bounding box size, pixelation is set to a fixed output size, and
GAN methods scale cropped faces to a fixed input resolution.
Besides the training of the face detector, the GAN-based
anonymization methods also need to be trained. We focus on
three recent GAN-based anonymization networks: the work
of Sun et al. [26] (Sun2018), CIAGAN [17] and DeepPrivacy [9]. The employed general training setup of these
methods is shown in Fig. 3. For CIAGAN and DeepPrivacy,
publicly available code is used, but Sun2018 does not have
a public implementation available, so we implement it from
scratch. All three methods require the extraction of keypoints
from an original face and then black out the face to prevent
leakage of privacy-sensitive data. The generator inpaints a
face based on the keypoints and context area, which is
judged by the discriminator. Both the datasets on which
the anonymizers are trained and the implementation details
differ substantially between the tested methods. However, in
order to perform a decent scientific evaluation, we attempt
to harmonize the implementation details to enable a fair
comparison, as explained next.
1) Implementation details for fair comparison of GANs:
Some differences between the GAN-based anonymization
networks make it hard to compare them fairly. A summary
of these key differences is shown in Table I.
Keypoints Both Sun2018 and CIAGAN use the Dlib
facial keypoint detector to detect 68 keypoints, of which
CIAGAN only uses 27. DeepPrivacy employs only seven
keypoints detected using Mask-RCNN [6], two of which
are on the shoulders, not on the face. The seven keypoints
of DeepPrivacy can be reliably detected on very small

faces, as low as 10 pixels wide, at which point the face
is not recognizable anymore anyway. The 68-keypoint Dlib
detector limits Sun2018 and CIAGAN to larger faces of at
least around 50 pixels wide. Without detected keypoints,
CIAGAN cannot anonymize faces at all, while Sun2018 still
generates some face-like blobs.
Input blocking. In all our experiments we use blackout input blocking, as it is supported by all three methods
and thus most fair. Blurred box inputs for Sun2018 improve
detector training performance slightly (≈3%), but generated
faces more often resemble the original, reducing obfuscation
effectiveness. CIAGAN does not black out the entire bounding box, but only a mask of the face based on the detected
keypoints. This gives it an advantage in that the network has
to learn only very limited inpainting, but prevents faces from
being generated if keypoints are not available.
Face resolution. DeepPrivacy and CIAGAN generate
faces at a resolution of 128 × 128 pixels while Sun2018
uses 256 × 256. However, we see fewer artefacts in our reimplementation of Sun2018 when we use 128 × 128 pixels,
hence this same resolution is used for all networks in all
experiments.
Skip connections. All three methods rely on U-Net [24]
generator with a symmetrically sized encoder and decoder.
Both DeepPrivacy and Sun2018 employ skip connections to
improve facial detail, while CIAGAN deliberately does not
to allow for its identity selection input.
Training parameters. All experiments are performed with
the parameters of the original papers, wherever possible.
Due to memory constraints, batch size and learning rate are
reduced. For Sun2018, we use a batch size of 64, a learning
rate of 5e-4 for the generator and 2e-5 for the discriminator.
For DeepPrivacy we use a batch size of 128 and learning rate
of 1.5e-3 and finally for CIAGAN we use a batch size of 16
and learning rate of 1e-4. As a face detector, the VGG-16
backbone variant of DSFD is employed [13] with a batch
size of 4 and learning rate of 2.5e-4.
B. Datasets
We consider two types of datasets for our experiments:
those for training the face anonymizer and those for training and testing the detector. The datasets for training the
anonymizer and the detector should be different for two
reasons. First, face detectors and face anonymizers have
different requirements. Anonymizers require high-resolution
faces to be able to generate faces at any scale, while
face detection is often performed on lower resolution faces,
especially in surveillance. Second, using the same dataset
creates the risk of identifying information leaking into the
anonymized dataset through the generator of the anonymizer,
because it can simply memorize the identifiable faces.
Face detector training and testing data For the face
detector, the WIDER FACE dataset [33] is used. This dataset
is the logical choice for training the face detector because
it is widely used, large and contains a great variety of
different settings and face sizes. Additionally, WIDER FACE
labels their faces with a difficulty label “easy”, “medium” or

“hard”, based on how hard the face is to detect for a face
detector. This difficulty score correlates closely with properties such as occlusion, strange poses and face size, whereas
smaller faces are considered harder to detect. Anonymization
GANs are likely poor at anonymizing faces with strange
poses and occlusion, which makes the “hard” validation sets
especially interesting to test on. The detector is trained on
the (anonymized) training set and tested on the unaltered
validation set.
Face anonymizer data The applied datasets for training
the anonymizers vary per experiment. In the first general
comparison, we train the anonymizers on the datasets used
in the original papers. A second comparison trains on just
one dataset for all anonymizers, PIPA [35], for a more fair
comparison. The PIPA dataset is chosen because it contains
a good variety in faces of sufficient resolution, it has faces
in realistic contexts and it is small enough that anonymizers
converge quickly. In contrast to face detectors, anonymizers
are always trained on crops of single faces.
The original datasets that the GANs are designed for are
as follows. CIAGAN is trained using a CelebA [15] subset of
1,200 identities with at least 30 faces each, resulting in a total
of 40,000 faces. To anonymize an image, CIAGAN requires
an identity choice as an input, which we select at random.
Sun2018 is originally trained on a custom pruned train/test
split of the PIPA dataset of 34,000 faces. This dataset split
is not available. In our re-implementation, we only use faces
from the training and validation set for which the public
Dlib facial keypoint detector can detect landmarks, resulting
in 16,000 faces. DeepPrivacy is trained using the FDF [9]
dataset of 1.47M faces, which is a subset of the YFCC100M [28] dataset.

C. Experimental setup
All experiments are performed on a single RTX 2080 Ti.
For the anonymization of the training sets we attempt to
apply each anonymization method to every annotated face in
the WIDER FACE training set. The conventional methods,
blurring, black out and pixelation, can trivially be applied to
the annotated bounding box. Blurring can also be applied to
an entire image. We use a fixed kernel size of 25 × 25 for
individual face blurring, a kernel size of 18×18 for full image
blurring and a pixelation output size of 10 × 10 pixels. For
the GANs, it is not always possible to anonymize the face
due to a lack of detectable keypoints. Faces smaller than
10 pixels wide are not anonymized, but they are typically
not recognizable. For larger faces the approach varies per
network. For DeepPrivacy and Sun2018, if no keypoints can
be detected, we run the network without keypoints, resulting
in poor quality face-like blobs. Note that for DeepPrivacy,
this case is rare, because keypoints are usually detected
on faces larger than 10 pixels wide. For CIAGAN, if no
keypoints can be detected, the face bounding box is blacked
out. Examples of all anonymization methods applied to an
image from WIDER FACE, are shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 4. Which face anonymizer performs best? DSFD mAP scores on WIDER FACE validation set, per difficulty after being trained on the anonymized
training set using different methods. DeepPrivacy performs best, with only a 1-3% mAP score drop depending on face difficulty.

IV. E XPERIMENTS
All experiments are aimed at answering the question “Can
we anonymize faces while maintaining effective training
of face detectors?”. Each subsection describes a single
experiment that attempts to answer the question posed in
its title. All experiments are performed with DSFD and
the supplementary material2 contains results of the same
experiments using TinaFace [37] and Faster-RCNN [21].
The trends in the results of TinaFace and Faster-RCNN are
similar to DSFD, hence the results and conclusions can be
generalized beyond DSFD.
A. Which face anonymizer performs best?
Setup. In this experiment, the DSFD face detector is
trained for the full 60,000 iterations on the anonymized
WIDER FACE training dataset.
Quantitative results. The results are shown in Fig. 4 for
each difficulty in the WIDER FACE dataset. Face blurring,
blocking or pixelation turns the face detector into a blur-box,
black-box or pixelated-box detector, respectively, instead of
a face detector. This lowers the mAP considerably. Thus, the
simple blurring approach performed on ImageNet [32] that
proved effective for their image classification task is unsuited
for face detection. Pixelation scores reasonably well on hard
faces, because pixelation is fixed to 10 × 10 output pixels
and hard faces are generally very small, thereby limiting the
influence of pixelation. Blurring the entire image (Fullblur)
yields a surprisingly small performance degradation, even for
the small hard faces. GAN-based methods achieve better results, with DSFD trained on DeepPrivacy-anonymized faces
reducing the performance by only 2.7% mAP, compared to
the unaltered dataset.
Qualitative results. A qualitative comparison of detections achieved using detectors trained on data anonymized
through either Fullblur or DeepPrivacy is shown in
Fig. 5. Compared to training on original data, training on
anonymized images impacts faces of strange poses or strong
occlusion the most. Qualitatively, DeepPrivacy outperforms
Fullblur most noticeably on very small faces. Overall, this
experiment shows that conventional methods that work on individual faces are not feasible, but DeepPrivacy and Fullblur
show promising results. Note that for Fullblur, the degree of
anonymization is strongly dependent on the face size, while
DeepPrivacy hallucinates completely new faces regardless
their size.
2 https://github.com/SanderKlomp/SafeFakesSupplementary

Fig. 5. Which face anonymizer performs best? Qualitative comparison of
detector trained on original, DeepPrivacy and Fullblur. Box color indicates
the detector that could detect the face. Detection of heavily occluded,
strange-pose and tiny faces suffer from anonymization. With the best
anonymization method, DeepPrivacy, faces in white/orange are missed.

B. What is the influence of face detector quality?
Setup. The quality of a detector can be varied by changing
the training time. In this experiment, the performance trend
of increasingly powerful detectors is estimated by training
the DSFD over three different training cycles of 7,500,
15,000 and 60,000 iterations. We hypothesize that this performance trend is likely to generalize to better detectors that
will be developed in the future.
Quantitative results. The resulting performance trends
are shown in Fig. 6. Conventional methods that anonymize
individual faces show a decreasing performance trend, indicating that the detector is likely overtraining on the
anonymization artefacts. For the GAN-based methods, the
trend is quite diverse. Our implementation of Sun2018 generates faces with visually the most severe blending artefacts
compared to the other two GAN-based methods. Apparently,
these artefacts are severe enough for the face detector to
overtrain on them, since the performance of the detector
drops with more iterations. The performance of CIAGAN is
slightly better, because its masking strategy leads to far fewer
blending artefacts. Interestingly, it appears that the generated
faces are just realistic enough, so that the detector cannot
overtrain on the artefacts. However, training performance is
poor because the Dlib keypoint detector could not detect
keypoints for all small faces. This causes a detector trained
on CIAGAN-anonymized faces to only perform reasonably
well on high-resolution faces and poorly on low-resolution
ones (visible in Fig. 4). Finally, DeepPrivacy performs best
overall. It leaves most faces in the dataset suited for training, even small faces. Furthermore, detector performance
improves when training for more iterations, suggesting that
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Fig. 6. What is the influence of face detector quality? Detector training iterations versus mAP score, averaged over difficulty. GANs shown in green,
conventional in red, full-image blurring in orange. Anonymization methods introduce artefacts, on which the detector will overtrain, with notable exception
of DeepPrivacy. Non-averaged version is available in supplementary material.

C. Why DeepPrivacy performs best?
Previous experiments show DeepPrivacy is the most suitable method for anonymizing training data, but do not
explicate why. Our hypothesis is that the primary cause is
the large size of the dataset that DeepPrivacy is trained on
(1.47M faces), compared to the 40,000 and 16,000 faces that
CIAGAN and Sun2018 use.
Setup. To test this hypothesis, we train DeepPrivacy on
the PIPA dataset, just like Sun2018. Due to the simpler
keypoints of DeepPrivacy, fewer images are disqualified from
training and instead of 16,000 for Sun2018, this leaves
38,000 faces for training DeepPrivacy. To investigate the
impact of training dataset size, we retrain DeepPrivacy for
4M iterations on the PIPA dataset with 38,000 faces, on a
100,000 faces subset of the FDF dataset [9] and on the full
1.47M faces of FDF. DSFD is trained on the anonymized
faces for 60,000 iterations. The results are shown in Fig. 7.
As a frame of reference to other experiments, the scores for
DSFD trained on original data and data anonymized by the
fully trained DeepPrivacy of 40M iterations are also shown.
Additionally, in this experiment we report the scores based
on the easy, medium and hard validation sets of WIDER
FACE, because intuitively a larger training set is especially
necessary for the hard faces, which contain rare faces, such
as strongly occluded ones and those with uncommon poses.
Quantitative results. Fig. 7 shows that the training dataset
size of the anonymization GAN certainly matters, as expected. However, even with just 38,000 faces to train on,
DeepPrivacy still reaches an average mAP of approximately
0.84, considerably outperforming the best scores of both
Sun2018 and CIAGAN of previous experiments. Further-
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face detector learns to detect faces, rather than focus on
anonymization artefacts. However, it should be noted that the
relative performance loss of using DeepPrivacy, compared to
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detector training, from a mere 1.6% mAP at 7,500 iterations
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that, qualitatively, the variety of faces generated by DeepPrivacy appears to be lower than in the original data. This causes
faces in the long tail of the faces distribution to be detected
less effectively. This suggests that when better face detectors
are created by the research community, the performance gap
is likely to grow, unless better anonymization networks are
created as well.
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Why DeepPrivacy performs best? DSFD performance for
increasing DeepPrivacy training dataset size. FDF* shows DeepPrivacy
trained for the full 40M (vs 4M) iterations, as reported in Fig.4. Dataset
size is clearly important, but already for 38k PIPA images, DeepPrivacy
outperforms other GANs.

more, moving from 100,000 to 1.47M training faces provides
no further benefit, unless we also extend the number of
training iterations from 4M to 40M. Surprisingly, when
using a smaller dataset size, the drop in performance on
“easy” faces is the largest and on “hard” faces the smallest.
Investigating the generated faces visually reveals that specific
cases of high-resolution “easy” faces are the main reason.
These cases include side-views of faces, faces close to
other faces and mildly occluded faces, examples of which
are shown in Fig. 8. On low-resolution faces, these types
of artefacts are far less common. DeepPrivacy requires a
large amount of training data to generate accurate highresolution faces, while small faces (in “hard”), look realistic
when anonymized even with DeepPrivacy trained on few
faces. Additionally, faces that are strongly occluded (also
in “hard”) look poor regardless of the size of the dataset that
DeepPrivacy is trained on.
In Fig. 7, there is a significant difference between the
performance of DeepPrivacy trained for 4M iterations and
DeepPrivacy trained for 40M iterations. To investigate this
difference further, we train a detector on datasets anonymized
with DeepPrivacy trained for 0.8M, 4M, 10M and 40M
iterations and show the mAP in Fig. 9. Again, we plot the
different WIDER FACE difficulties to visualize the effect on
different types of faces. The largest difference in detector
performance is again on the easy faces, verifying that faces
that are easy to detect for a detector are actually hard
to anonymize realistically. Another observation is that the
performance improvement trend of training DeepPrivacy for
more iterations is not clearly tapering off at 40M iterations,
suggesting that training it for longer could still considerably
improve performance. Sadly, the next point on this loga-
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Fig. 8. Why DeepPrivacy performs best? High-resolution failure cases
of DeepPrivacy on specific types of “easy” faces: (A) uncommon pose, (B)
side view, (C) mild occlusion and (D) faces close together.
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Fig. 9. Why DeepPrivacy performs best? mAP scores of DSFD trained
on data anonymized by DeepPrivacy as a function of the number of
iterations. Training the anonymizer for more iterations keeps improving
detector performance, with no clear sign of a plateau, even after millions
of iterations.

rithmic scale is 400 million iterations, which would take
approximately 400 days to train on our machine, which is
unfeasible to evaluate.
D. Do GAN metrics correlate with face detector mAP?
Setup. Training a face detector is time-consuming, hence
it is useful to know if common metrics used for evaluating
GANs correlate well with the performance of face detectors
trained on anonymized data. A metric with high correlation
could be used as an inexpensive alternative to full detector
training. To verify this, we take all anonymized datasets used
for the experiments in this paper and compute five metrics
that can be employed to evaluate image-inpainting GANs.
These metrics are L1 and L2 distance, Learned Perceptual
Image Patch Similarity (LPIPS) [36], Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [7], and Structural Similarity Index Measure
(SSIM) [31], measured between original and anonymized
faces. The L1 and L2 distances are often actively minimized
via a reconstruction loss in the network. LPIPS measures
visual similarity by comparing images in feature space of
an independent ImageNet-trained classifier. FID is similar to
LPIPS, but measures the distance between distributions of
images instead of individual images, making it most suitable
to test for both realism and variety of generated faces, but is
more expensive to compute. Finally, SSIM compares luminance, contrast and structure to estimate human perceptual

All
-0.777
-0.458
-0.454
-0.665
0.721

GAN
-0.978
-0.996
-0.994
-0.992
0.983

Conventional
-1.000
-0.999
-0.999
-0.971
0.759

difference.
Quantitative results. The correlation of these metrics with
the achieved mAP of training a detector on the corresponding
anonymized images is shown in Table II. Overall FID appears
most suitable with an absolute correlation of 0.78 over all
experiments (labeled “All”), but 0.78 is not sufficient to view
the metric as a replacement to actual detector training on
anonymized data. However, it appears that all tested metrics
simply behave very differently for conventional methods
rather than for GANs, because splitting the correlation computation between GAN and conventional yields vastly higher
correlation values, as shown in the second and third column
of Table II. To conclude, although these metrics are not suited
for comparing arbitrary anonymization methods, all except
SSIM are a viable alternative for GAN-based anonymization.
Considering that recent GANs vastly outperform conventional methods, the metrics remain suitable as an alternative
to training a face detector on anonymized data.
V. D ISCUSSION
The minimum face resolution required for anonymization
to be applicable is around 14 pixels wide for DeepPrivacy
and around 50 pixels wide for CIAGAN and Sun2018. However, there are no regulations or guidelines for the minimum
size of a face to be considered privacy sensitive. A minimum
size required to identify a face should be determined in future
research, as it has not been explored in this paper.
When using two different datasets for training the
anonymizer and the face detector, the domain gap of the
datasets should be certainly considered. This gap is caused
by (distribution) differences between the datasets, such as
face size, pose distribution and context type. Even in the best
case, it cannot be expected that the generated faces that were
learned from other datasets, will perfectly match the target
domain. Fine-tuning the anonymizer on the target domain,
which is the simplest method of dealing with domain shift,
could further improve the anonymizer.
Future work could look deeper into selectively anonymizing datasets. Anonymization GANs perform especially
poorly on odd poses and heavily occluded faces, but the latter
category is already difficult to recognize. Intelligently selecting a set of long-tail distribution faces not to anonymize,
could increase detector performance significantly, while still
anonymizing the vast majority of faces in the dataset.

VI. C ONCLUSION
This work attempts to answer the research question: “Can
we anonymize faces while maintaining effective training of
face detectors?” Anonymizing the training data of face detectors using conventional methods such as blurring, blocking
or pixelation, results in a very poor detection performance.
Anonymization using modern face generation GANs is possible and gives good visual results. We are the first to
investigate the impact of this anonymization on the performance of training a DSFD face detector (and TinaFace and
Faster-RCNN in supplementary material). DeepPrivacy [9]
outperforms other GAN-based methods, resulting in only
2.7% mAP degradation for the face detector, compared to
training on original non-anonymized data.
We have investigated the effectiveness and underlying
motivation of anonymizers in four experiments. A good
anonymization method introduces few artefacts and as a result, the longer a detector is trained on the anonymized data,
the higher its performance. Methods that introduce significant artefacts, such as conventional methods and Sun2018,
cause face detectors to overtrain on the artefacts, instead of
learning general face appearance. Sadly, even for DeepPrivacy, face detectors trained on anonymized data suffer an
increasing penalty to mAP when the detector is trained longer
(1.6% mAP at 7,500 iterations, to 2.7% mAP at 60,000
iterations). This suggests that the penalty for anonymizing
data will increase as better detectors are developed, unless
face anonymization networks improve as well.
Finally, we have explored standard metrics that are used
for evaluating GANs and whether these metrics correlate well
with the mAP score of a detector trained on anonymized data.
All five tested metrics, L1 distance, L2 distance, LPIPS, FID
and SSIM, correlate well with training performance when
mutually comparing different GANs, but not when comparing other methods with GANs. Hence, when developing
GANs for anonymization, these standard metrics can be used
to estimate face detector performance.
Although the separate fields of face detection and face
anonymization have been researched extensively, their combination opens up more research questions. For example, high-resolution faces are easy to detect but hard to
anonymize without artefacts, leading to interesting mutual
relationships for future research.
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